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ABSTRACT: The Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET) is a Infrastructure-less Network. And lack of centralized coordination in ad hoc network that make Susceptible to various attacks. Various attacks in the network that are effect in the network performance one of the most important attack called wormhole that is create complex problem within the mobile ad hoc network. Wormhole attack makes some malicious node in the network that disrupts to delivery of Packets. In this paper provides some important information about wormhole and its detection methods.
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I INTRODUCTION
Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET) is a collection of wireless mobile hosts without fixed network infrastructure and also no centralized administration. Communication in MANET is done via multi-hop paths. There are Lots of challenges ( MANET) contains that different resources. Typically, the nodes act as both host and router at the same time i.e. each node participates in routing by forwarding data for other nodes and deciding to which nodes forward data next based on the network connectivity. Most previous ad hoc networks research has focused on problems such as routing and communication, assuming a trusted environment. However, many applications run in untrusted environments and require secure communication and routing such as military or police networks, emergency response operations like a flood, tornado, hurricane or earthquake. However, the open nature of the wireless communication channels, the lack of infrastructure, the fast deployment, and the Environment where they may be deployed, make them vulnerable to a wide range of security attacks.

The routers are free to move randomly and organize themselves arbitrarily; thus, the network’s wireless topology may change rapidly and unpredictably. Such a network may operate in a stand-alone fashion, or may be connected to the Internet. Multi hop, mobility, large network size combined with device heterogeneity, Bandwidth and battery power constraints make the design of adequate routing protocols a major challenge.

II Routing protocols
Wireless mobile ad hoc networks without fixed infrastructure consist of mobile hosts that travel randomly in and out of each other in a communication range resulting in frequent connection breaks and topology varies stochastically. Traditional table-driven routing protocols also called Proactive routing protocol cannot perform in such environment because of its work with wired network in resulting than development of on-demand routing protocols also called Reactive routing protocol for wireless ad hoc networks. The two highly on-demand routing protocols are AODV(Ad hoc on-demand distance vector) and DSR(Dynamic Source Routing). An ad hoc routing protocol is a convention, that controls how nodes decide which way
to route packets in between source destination in a mobile ad hoc network.

**AODV**

(Ad hoc on-demand distance vector)[15] routing protocol that is proposed for wireless network. Mobile ad hoc network doesn’t require prior infrastructure. A route is established only when source node need to send data packets in the network which is in transition range. Most important think in AODV routing it work on destination sequence number for identify recent path in between transmitting nodes. A major difference in between ad hoc on-demand distance vector routing protocol and other routing protocol is that it uses destination sequence number for determine an most recent path to destination. A RouteRequest carries the source identifier (SrcID), the source sequence number (SrcSeqNum), destination identifier (DestID), the broadcast identifier (BcastID), the time to live field. This protocol performs Route Discovery process using route request(RREQ) messages to send packet to destination node and route reply(RREP) messages send by destination node to the source node for confirmation of received packet that send by the so messages source node.

![Figure2-Process of AODV routing Protocol](image)

**DSR**

DSR(Dynamic Source Routing Protocol)[14] is an Ad Hoc routing protocol also called on-demand routing protocol it’s work on source routing can’t table-driven approach. DSR is design for restrict the bandwidth consumed by control packet in ad hoc wireless protocol which is requied in table-driven approach. Dynamic Source Routing Protocol use source sequence number to prevent for looping in the network. This Protocol is composed of two essential parts of route discovery and route maintenance phase. In route discovery phase it use source sequence number from the source node and destination address source node. In the route discovery phase source node establish flooding RouteRequest Packet in the wireless network. And when destination node receiving this flooding packet it send a RouteReply packet back to the source node using reverse path which contain in the RouteRequest packet that receive by the destination node. DSR carries whole path between the source to destination.

![Figure3- DSR routing Protocol](image)
III ISSUE IN AD HOC WIRELESS NETWORK

There are some major issues that need to be focused on when an ad hoc network is to be designed because of its impact on performance, design, deployment of an ad hoc wireless mobile system. We describe as follows:

1. Distributed Operation- The lack of centralized co-ordination system in ad hoc wireless network so that the MAC protocol design should be fully distributed which is include minimum control of overhead.

2. Throughput- Ad hoc wireless network involve the MAC protocol should effort to maximize throughput of the system. Improve throughput of the system important deliberation are reduce the incidence of collision, minimizing channel consumption, minimizing control overhead.

3. Access delay- Access delay refers to the average delay of any packet that experience to get transmitted. In ad hoc network include the MAC layer should attempt to minimizing the packet delay.

4. Multicasting- the multicast routing protocol must able to recovery and reconfigure rapidly from any links break in the network. It is making suitable for highly dynamic environment.

5. Scalability- Ad hoc wireless network multicasting routing protocol must be able to scale for network for larger amount of nodes.

6. Quality of service- QoS is a essential part of the multicasting routing protocol just because of use time sensitive environment.

7. Security- In the ad hoc wireless network security of communication is very important part especially in military application. In the network attack effect on use of service that is useful for the node which are working in the ad hoc network by either consuming bandwidth or by overloading the system, is called denial of service (DoS).

IV NETWORK SECURITY REQUIREMENT

In ad hoc wireless network security protocol must be satisfy some requirement. Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability, Non-repudiation.

A. Confidentiality- Whenever starts communication between the source and destination node, the data send by the source node and received by the intended destination node. Only intruder might get hold of the data but other he/she can’t able to access any useful information out of the data packet. In the ad hoc network proposed one most popular technique is that ensuring confidentiality is data encryption.

B. Integrity-most important think is Integrity in the network, means that the date sent by the source node should reach accurately to destination node. No missing, and fault data must be reach. But it is not possible if any malicious node is present in the network that is tamper with the data during transmission.

C. Availability-if any link is failure in the network but the network should remains operational all time. It always must be able to works various attacks are mounted in it. Network always provides necessary service that is required by an authorized user.

D. Non-repudiation-the mechanism of Non-repudiation is provide guarantee that source of message can’t deny later having sent message and that the destination can’t deny having receiving the message.

V WORMHOLE ATTACK IN AD HOC NETWORK

The ad hoc wireless network is infrastructure-less network or lack of centralized coordination that is vulnerable of various attacks, one the wormhole attack is discuss here. Wormhole attack can form a serious threat in wireless networks especially against many ad hoc network routing protocols. Wireless ad-hoc networks are usually vulnerable to different defense threats and wormhole attack is one of these. In this type of attack, the malicious node participates in the network communication forming a short path tunnel and transmitting traffic flow through this high speed wormhole tunnel. Then the malicious nodes create problem during data transferring. it just because of dynamic routing environment. Wormhole attack make malicious node in the network one node does not make wormhole two or more than two nodes make wormhole. One malicious node catches the data packet and “tunnels” them to another malicious node at a distant point which replays them locally by wormhole link. The tunnel (packet transmit on one malicious node another malicious node) can be established in many ways e.g. in-band and out-of-band channel. This makes the tunneled packet arrive either quicker or with a
minimum number of hops compared to the packets transmitted over normal multi hop routes. This creates the illusion that the two end points of the tunnel are very close to each other. However, it is used by malicious nodes to disrupt the correct operation of ad hoc routing protocols. They can then launch a variety of attacks against the data traffic flow such as selective dropping, replay attack, eavesdropping etc. Wormhole can be formed using, first, in-band channel where malicious node m1 tunnels the received route request packet to another malicious node m2 using encapsulation even though there is one or more nodes between two malicious nodes, the nodes following m2 nodes believe that there is no node between m1 and m2. Second, out-of-band channel where two malicious nodes m1 and m2 employ a physical channel between them by either dedicated wired link or long range wireless link. show in figure4.

![Figure 4: Wormhole Attack](image)

When malicious nodes form a wormhole they can reveal themselves or hide themselves in a routing path. The former is an exposed or open wormhole attack, while the latter is a hidden or close one. In Fig. 4, the destination D notice that a packet from the source S is transferred through node A and B under hidden wormhole attack, while it believes that the packet is delivered via node A,m1,m2, and B under exposed wormhole attack.

VI RELATED WORK

In the previous research can be broadly classified in two categories. First method which is known as routing protocols such as Adhoc on-demand vector, Dynamic source routing , Optimizing Link State Routing to avoid/detecting wormhole attack .Second, methods which has adopted an extra hardware or monitoring system such as positioning system, a time synchronization . In [5] WHIDS, a cluster based counter-measure is proposed for the wormhole attack. Simulation results using MATLAB exhibit the effectiveness of WHIDS for detecting wormhole attack. The method, however, has not been tested in presence of multiple wormhole attacks. In (Shang-Ming Jen, Chi-Sung Laih and Weh-Chung Kuo, 2009), a hop count based scheme is used to present wormhole attack. A route with a hop-count value, that is significantly smaller than the others, is most likely a wormhole. The proposed scheme uses simulator of C and Matlab to get results.

Farooq Anjum et al. [1] have proposed an initial approach to detect intrusions in ad hoc networks. Anand Patwardhan et al. [2] have proposed a secure routing protocol based on AODV over IPv6, further reinforced by a routing protocol independent Intrusion Detection and Response system for adhoc networks. Chin-Yang Henry Tseng [3] has proposed a complete distributed intrusion detection system has consisted of four models for MANETs with formal reasoning.

In [4] a new protocol called Multi-path Hop-count Analysis (MHA) is introduced based on hop-count analysis to avoid wormhole attack. It is assumed that too low or too high hop-count is not healthy for the network. The novelty of the hop-count analysis in detecting wormholes is however questionable. Similar works have also been reported earlier. As an example, Djenouri et al. [8] may be considered.

Hu et al.[6] introduced Packet Leashes method to defend against the wormhole attack. Two types of leash information was used Geographical Leash and Temporal Leash. In geographical leases each node must have its accurate location information and loose clock synchronization. When node
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receives a packet, it calculates distance between previous node and itself by using send/receive timestamp. For temporal leases, each node should have accurate clock synchronization. Every packet should be delivered to the next node within computed life time of a packet. Otherwise, the next node regards the path as a wormhole the packet leases do not identify malicious nodes.

Khalil et al. [10] introduces LITEWORP in which they used the notion of guard node. The guard node can detect the wormhole if one of its neighbours is behaving maliciously. The guard node is a common neighbour of two nodes to detect a legitimate link between them. In a sparse network, however, it is not always possible to find a guard node for a particular link.
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